Experience the collaborative power of two industry leaders for comprehensive radiological and waste management solutions - NAC Philotechnics, Ltd. and NAC LPT LLC.

NAC Philotechnics has provided customers with exceptional service and expertise in radiological characterization and decommissioning, MARSSIM release, mixed and radioactive waste processing, packaging, transportation, and disposal services for more than 40 years. NAC Philotechnics ensures your projects are handled in a compliant, cost effective, and timely manner.

NAC LPT is comprised of transportation and logistics experts, specializing in environmental remediation and large waste management projects. From marine, rail, and truck transportation, to innovative, owned, packaging solutions including IP-1 intermodal containers, ABC rail cars, and lidded IP-1 gondola rail cars, NAC LPT has a proven track record for safe and efficient hazardous material handling.

Providing your single source solution is our business.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT US!

MICHAEL MILLER, DIRECTOR, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT  
(724) 480-7592  |  MMILLER@NACPHILO.COM

JEFF STAHL, PROJECT DEVELOPMENT MANAGER  
(484) 542-0405  |  JSTAHL@NACLPT.COM